
Elements in an MLA Citation (leave out any information that does not apply to your source) 

Author (if there is one: last name, first name), “Title of source” (article or item title if there is one, in quotes). Title 

of container (book, journal, newspaper, website, etc. title, in italics), Other contributors (like editors or illustrators 

– though not necessary especially if there is an author), Version (usually only available for periodicals like 

journals and newspapers), Number (same, usually available for periodicals), Publisher (found on copyright page 

of book or at the bottom of webpage, see notes below* for abbreviations and when to leave out), Publication date, 

Location (if citing full book/more than one section of book, do not include page numbers; if citing section, article, 

etc. include page numbers; for online sources, this is where the URL goes). 

 

General Notes:  

Some sources will have two Containers, this is common when accessing sources from online databases like JSTOR (see 

Database Example below) and Netflix. 

Best practice: Start your research with databases; the citations are done for you (and you can frequently export the 

citation to a NoodleTools project that can then create a Work Cited page). And because a computer is generating 

citations on a database, be sure to do a quick check of all citations created for you – rearrange info as needed and omit 

anything not necessary. 

* Publisher notes:  MLA recommends some abbreviations  Omit words such as company, corporation, incorporated, and  

                               limited  Abbreviate University to U and Press to P (University of Texas Press > U of Texas P). 

    There are some times you will leave the publisher out of your citation  Do not include publishers for   

    periodicals  If name of a website is nearly identical to the name of publisher, only list website's title. 
 

Citation Examples (click on link below QR codes for more descriptions and examples) 

Book Examples: 

Cisneros, Sandra. House on Mango Street, Penguin Random House, 2009. 

"Treaty with the Great and Little Osage (1825)." Indian Treaties in the United States: An Encyclopedia and 

Documents Collection, Donald Lee Fixico, ed, Santa Barbara, ABC-CLIO, 2018. 

Webpage Examples: 

Mussolini, Benito, “What is Fascism, 1932.” Internet Modern History Sourcebook, Fordham U., 1997, 

https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/mod/mussolini-fascism.asp. 

“Quickfacts: Puerto Rico.” U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/PR/AGE135222. Accessed 

12 Oct. 2023. (note: Accessed date is only included if there are no other dates to reference) 

Database Examples: 

Gaskill, Malcolm. “Witchcraft and Evidence in Early Modern England.” Past & Present, no. 198, 2008, pp. 33– 

             70. JSTOR, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25096700.  

Johnson, Andrew, “Veto of the Civil Rights Bill.” Maine Farmer, Vol. 34, Iss. 17, Apr 5, 1866, ProQuest 

American Periodicals, http://blackfreedom.proquest.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/186610.pdf. 
 

Find Additional Examples and Descriptions Here: 

HCC Libraries   Purdue OWL 

 

https://library.hccs.edu/mla-guide/elements
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_formatting_and_style_guide.html
https://library.hccs.edu/mla-guide/elements
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_formatting_and_style_guide.html

